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Company Profile：：：： 

    Folding L International Co., Ltd., established in 2012, focusing 

on cooperating patented product development and 

marketing.  Currently introduces “Folding L”, a patented 

bottomless shoe cover.  Available to market in November, 

2012., the “Folding L” is drawing increasing interest from 

European, American, Japanese and mainland China markets. 

With its innovative design and  ease of use the “Folding L” is 

becoming a booming product in both domestic and 

international markets. 



Design Concept：：：： 

   A troublesome issue for commuters and cyclists in rainy areas, like Taiwan, is that even when 

wearing a rain coat or using an umbrella, shoes, socks and trousers bottoms still get wet.  Traditional 

long bulky rain coats and boots cannot meet the need for a fashionable and compact lightweight 

solution. 

     The bottomless shoe cover “Folding L” developed by Folding L International Co., Ltd. is light in 

weight, compact in size, easy to put on or take off.  “Folding L”'s bottomless design allows for more 

breathability over the traditional rain boot's airtight design while providing protection to the covered 

areas.  Making the “Folding L” usable for cyclists, commuters, climbers and golfers.  Available in 

various standard or customizable patterns / logos on the surface area of the “Folding L”, allowing it to 

be accessorized to regional market demands. 

     While there are expensive designer rain boots in the market, usually those are not suitable for wear 

in business meetings. The “Folding L” can help provide a cost effective compact accessory for all 

business men and women.  Allowing one to arrive to meetings presentably on raining days. 
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Product Specification：：：： 

     The “Folding L” bottomless shoe cover consists of two major parts, a water proof surface material 

and an L shaped spring skeleton.  The water proof surface material can have any printed or embossed 

patterns.  The L shaped spring skeleton is designed according to ergonomic theory and with adjustable 

angle, it will keep the “Folding L” in good shape and at the right angle between leg and shoe toe.  The 

“Folding L” will fit tightly on the shoe despite heavy rain or strong wind.  That is why it works well.  The 

spring skeleton design allows the “Folding L” to be folded neatly for packing after use. 

     The “Folding L” bottomless shoe cover is patented and with Velcro closure. Allowing it to be 

adjusted accordingly for different shoes.  Each size “Folding L” can be adjusted to fit a 3 shoe size 

range, which is usually not possible for traditional rain boots or other shoe covers with bottoms. 

   The "Folding L" bottomless shoe cover is useable on all types of shoes and boots. It can easily be 

attached to dress shoes (including high heels), casual shoes and athletic shoes. 

 



 

 

 

   

        ☆☆☆☆On high heels☆☆☆☆           ☆☆☆☆On dress shoes / casual shoes☆☆☆☆ 

 

 



Comparison table：：：： 

     
"Folding L" bottomless 

shoe cover 
Full type shoe cover 

Shoe cover with half 

bottom 
Traditional rain boots 

Rain Proof Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Package size Small Small Small Light 

Material 
Water proof fabric, water 

proof film. 

Water proof fabric, water 

proof film. 

Eater proof fabric, 

water proof film. 
PVC or PU injection 

Manufacturing 

method 

Sewing and high frequency 

welding 

Sewing and high 

frequency welding 

Sewing and high 

frequency welding 
Injection molding 

Weight Light Light Light Heavy 

Put on or take off Very easy Very difficult OK OK 

Adjustable length Yes No Yes No 

Security Excellent Good Bad (easy to slip) Good 

Ventilation Excellent Bad Good Bad 

Patent Yes No No No 

Consumer 
Cyclist, commuter, climber, 

golfer.. Etc. 
Cyclist Cyclist Cyclist, Commuter 

Price Less than NT$1,000.00 About NT$500.00 Less than NT$500.00 
Big range (from a few hundreds to 

a few thousands) 



Usage:  

1. Foots on ground, enlarge the bottom 

spring slightly larger than shoe's size. 

2. Put shoe cover on top of shoe, put the 

bottom spring down to hold the shoe tightly, 

the put  Velcro closure on. 


